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Wise Game Booster is a free tool for  video  games  optimization  and  system  optimization. This tool comes packed with a powerful set of features,  so  the  tool  should  be  used  with  caution.  The  user  friendly  interface  is  divided  into  multiple  panes,  allowing  you  to  quickly  access  the  main  features.  First  of  them  is  able  to  find 
and  add  local  games  to  the  list  to  submit  for  analysis.  Game  information  for  each  selected  item  includes  game  type,  file  name,  game  developer,  run  times,  last  run,  rating,  notes.  On  the  bottom  part  of  the  screen,  Wise  Game  Booster  shows  preliminary  data  on  item  optimization  as  well  as  process  and  service 
termination  to  free  up  memory.  When  it  comes  to  the  system,  you  can  make  Windows  Explorer  run  as  a  separate  process  to  avoid  system  conflicts,  automatically  restart  it  to  avoid  an  unexpected  desktop  disappearing,  as  well  as  boost  the  response  speed  of  foreground  programs.  It  is  possible  to  terminate  currently 
active  processes  and  services  from  the  last  two  panes.  The  application  uses  low-to-moderate  memory  and  low  CPU,  has  a  good  response  time  and  applies  changes  rapidly.  No  error  dialogs  were  shown  in  our  tests,  and  the  tool  did  not  hang  or  crash.  All  in  all,  Wise  Game  Booster  comes  in  handy  whenever  you 
want  to  optimize  system  settings  to  play  video  games. System requirements for Windows: Windows  XP  or  higher,  Service  Pack  2  or  higher Program size: 1.44 Mb Installation 1. Open the Wise Game Booster (or double-click on its shortcut
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KEYMACRO is an all-in-one music & video creation software which allows you to work on both projects at the same time. When working on a video project, the software will record all music tracks and tagging them using a simple graphical interface. Once the project is finished, the user can watch it and trim video & audio using the same
interface. Keymacro supports the following popular video editing tools: Camtasia Studio, Final Cut Pro X, PowerDirector, and Windows Movie Maker. Keymacro also has a music editor which allows you to work on both audio and video projects in the same time. Using it, you can import any audio files (WAV, AAC, MP3, AMR, AMR-WB), apply
effects, add fades, adjust volume, and much more. Keymacro also has an advanced multi-track recorder which lets you record any number of audio and video tracks. It also allows the user to split, merge, and trim the audio and video tracks. Keymacro has a powerful media library which lets the user search, add, and delete the music and videos
files that are stored in the selected folder. Keymacro also lets the user create a personalized media library by importing tracks from other sources like Windows Media Player, iTunes, or Apple iPod. The latest version of Keymacro also comes with a new video editor that lets the user trim video to any length and apply various video effects and
transitions to videos. Features: Keymacro is packed with powerful video editing tools that let you work on both music and video projects at the same time. While working on a video project, you can record all music tracks and tag them using a simple graphical interface. Once the project is finished, the user can watch it and trim video & audio
using the same interface. The user can also edit the original audio track using the powerful music editor. Keymacro also supports the following popular video editing tools: Camtasia Studio, Final Cut Pro X, PowerDirector, and Windows Movie Maker. You can import any audio files (WAV, AAC, MP3, AMR, AMR-WB), apply effects, add fades,
adjust volume, and much more. Keymacro also has a powerful multi-track recorder that lets you record any number of audio and video tracks. It also allows the user to split, merge, and trim the audio and video tracks. Keymacro has a powerful media library which lets the user search, add, and delete the 2edc1e01e8
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Wise Game Booster is primarily oriented toward advanced computer users and includes a power set of features. It has a powerful set of features, so the tool should be used with caution. The user-friendly interface is divided into multiple panels, allowing you to quickly access the  main features. First, you can ask Wise Game Booster to
automatically search for local games installed on the computer and add them to the list to submit for analysis. Game information for each selected item includes game type, file name, game developer, run times, last run, rating, and notes. On the bottom part of the screen, Wise Game Booster shows preliminary data on item optimization as well
as process and service termination to free up memory. When it comes to the system, you can make Windows Explorer run as a separate process to avoid system conflicts, automatically restart it to avoid an unexpected desktop disappearing, as well as boost the response speed of foreground programs. It is possible to terminate currently active
processes and services from the last two panes. The application uses low-to-moderate memory and low CPU, has a good response time and applies changes rapidly. No error dialogs were shown in our tests, and the tool did not hang or crash. All in all, Wise Game Booster comes in handy whenever you want to optimize system settings to play
video games. Wise Game Booster Description: Wise Game Booster is primarily oriented toward advanced computer users and includes a power set of features. It has a powerful set of features, so the tool should be used with caution. The user-friendly interface is divided into multiple panels, allowing you to quickly access the  main features.
First, you can ask Wise Game Booster to automatically search for local games installed on the computer and add them to the list to submit for analysis. Game information for each selected item includes game type, file name, game developer, run times, last run, rating, and notes. On the bottom part of the screen, Wise Game Booster shows
preliminary data on item optimization as well as process and service termination to free up memory. When it comes to the system, you can make Windows Explorer run as a separate process to avoid system conflicts, automatically restart it to avoid an unexpected desktop disappearing, as well as boost the response speed of foreground
programs. It is possible to terminate currently active processes and services from the last two panes. The application uses low-to-moderate memory and low CPU, has a good response time and applies changes
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What's New in the Wise Game Booster?

Wise Game Booster is a multi-functional utility that configures Windows to improve game play for advanced users. It eliminates resource and process bottlenecks that may slow down system performance, and focuses on the main performance problems such as over-processes, sluggish programs and resources. Wise Game Booster is an
application that helps you optimize system configuration for better gaming. Like it? Share with your friends! Other Windows Software of Developer «Sisstyne Software»: Thunderbolt BoosterThunderbolt Booster is a lightning fast utility for optimizing system response time. You will feel the difference in a few seconds. Multiple system processes
and programs are disabled to speed up system response. Software and services which are running in background are terminated to prevent them from affecting system response. When you select and run this tool, it will add the following system configurations on the Settings tab: • Disable Inactive Devices • Disable IPv6 • Restart the System •
Automatically Run at Startup • Optimize Thunderbird • Hide Title Bar • Adjust Desktop Color • Unread Mail Indicator • Minimize Most Apps • Minimize Most Windows Thunderbolt Booster allows you to optimize system settings for better gaming performance. The program will test and configure your system settings to give you the fastest
gaming experience. The application starts and runs lightning fast. If the settings are bad, you will feel the difference in a few seconds. The user-friendly interface is divided into multiple panels, allowing you to quickly access the main features. In the first area you can ask Thunderbolt Booster to automatically search for local games installed on
the computer and add them to the list to submit for analysis. Game information for each selected item includes game type, file name, game developer, run times, last run, rating, and notes. On the bottom part of the screen, the program shows preliminary data on item optimization as well as process and service termination to free up memory.
When it comes to the system, you can make Windows Explorer run as a separate process to avoid system conflicts, automatically restart it to avoid an unexpected desktop disappearing, as well as boost the response speed of foreground programs. The application uses low-to-moderate memory and low CPU, has a good response time and applies
changes rapidly. No error dialogs were shown in our tests, and the tool did not hang or crash. All in all, Thunderbolt Booster is a useful tool for optimizing system settings for better gaming performance. Disk Speed Performance ReviewThis software provides an interesting solution to the problem of the slow response of your PC. Thanks to its
unique algorithms, the application is able to remove unwanted and unnecessary items from the hard drive, as well as to speed up its read and write performance. The software supports both existing and operating system drivers and software. There are two versions of the software available for purchase: free trial and professional.
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System Requirements:

We require a capable system with at least 4GB of RAM, and a Core i5-2500 or better processor. There is no lower system requirement for Skyforge. Video Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 or better. The GTX 460 is not supported. AMD Radeon HD 7700 or better. The HD 6600 is not supported. Screen Resolution: 1280x720 720p HD Screen
1440x900 1080p HD 1920x1080
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